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The Sporting Artist:
Cecil Aldin
"I am sure I must have been born under a lucky hunting
star, if there is such a thing"

Cecil Aldin was a trailblazing
sporting artist in the 19th and
20th century, his undeniable love
for the sport of hunting paired with
his unique and comedic artistic
style made his artwork captivating.
The majority of his work included
scenes of fox or hare hunting,
horse racing, dogs, polo matches,
coaching, shooting, and golfing.
Fortunately, visitors of the historic
Fintry Manor House can find a few
of his famous pieces on exhibit.
But to understand the hunting
sagas in James Cameron DunWaters' home, we must divulge
Cecil’s story!

Cecil Aldin & Friend Image courtesy of Wikipedia
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In 1870, Cecil Charles Windsor Aldin was born in Slough, England, the
eldest son of Charles and Sarah Aldin. His father, Charles, was a contractor
but also an amateur artist, this inspired Aldin to begin sketching at just 6 years
old. Aldin, a wiry red head, developed a fever for hunting at a young age.
However, this came as a surprise to his family as they had no prior
background in the sport of hunting. In young Aldin’s mind, a lucrative artistic
career could fund his hunting hobby. Little did young Aldin know, this dream
would come true.
Aldin’s passion for art began at a young
age, surpassing his attention and aptitude for
tradition school. In Aldin’s autobiography he
writes, “I never mastered the simplest
rudiments of arithmetic’s and to this day
have to count on my fingers…. I decided it
was a waste of my time”. (pg.6) Due his
aversion of tradition education, Aldin left at
his first opportunity. His mother urged him to
enter a stable and humble career within the
Church. However, his father, the amateur
artist, insisted his son follow his dreams and
enrol in a formal artistic training program.

The Earliest of All by Cecil Aldin.
Image courtesy of Time I Was Dead.

Aldin followed his father's wishes and began studying art at Albert Joseph
Moore’s studio in Kensington. Albert Moore was a classical painter, famous
for his sensual portraits of female figures in ancient Greece. However, Aldin
was unhappy with the teaching methods and subject manner he was learning
under Moore and left after only a month. He went on to study animal anatomy
at the National Art Training School instead. There, one of his teachers insisted
that the only true paintings were those drawn from real life. Being a lover of
dogs, horses and hunting, Aldin started there.
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At 21 years old, Aldin sold his first piece of artwork to the Weekly Graphic,
soon after he established himself as a versatile and prolific artist. He found
success in both his chromolithographic prints, pastel drawings and water
coloured paintings depicting, unsurprisingly, scenes of dogs, horses and hunting.
His attention to detail and able to tell a story within an image made his work
extremely sought after. Aldin was also particularly skilled in capturing an
animal’s individual personality in each scene, as if they were human-like
protagonists in his story. Both aspects of Aldin's art paired well with his unique
comedic charm. An example of this charm, is the inclusion of 2 signature
characters that appear in many different pieces throughout his career. The first, a
pudgy perspiring hunter and the second, a clumsy young boy trying to ride a
donkey. His storytelling, comic characters and ability to capture an animal’s
individual personality made his artwork extremely captivating.
In his personal life, Aldin was said
to be happiest in his own company,
he often sat alone all-day painting or
drawing. Though in his mid-twenties,
he did find a female companion, that
he soon fell in love with. On June
18th, 1895, Cecil married his love,
Marguerite Dorothy Morris, the
daughter of a local fur dealer.

Image from A Dozen Dogs Or So. Courtesy of
The Friends of Fintry

The couple welcomed their son Dudley Cecil Aldin in 1897, and their
daughter Gwendolene Mabel Aldin in 1899. However, the Aldin family never
really stopped growing. Their family included numerous horses, two monkeys
and about ten to thirteen dogs. Aldin was happy living a modest life as long as
he could provide for his family and keep his pets happy. During this time,
Aldin’s artistic career was booming, he was continually commissioned by
publishers to illustrate novels, magazines and advertisements graphics. This is
also when he created one of he's most famous series, The Fallowfield Hunt.
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The Fallowfield Hunt: The Hunt Breakfast
In 1900, Lawrence and Bullen publishing printed Aldin's The Fallowfield
Hunt, a 6 piece chromolithograph depicting a fox hunting saga. The series
illustrates Aldin's comic style, skillful techniques and realistic yet campy
characters. We are delighted to have it on display in our quaint dining room!
The series begins on the eastern wall, with the Hunt Breakfast. This print
commences the fox hunting saga with the depiction of several hungry huntsmen
enjoying a last minute feast before their rigous day of hunting. Traditional, one
hunter, titled the earth-stopper, misses the hunt breakfast. Leaving before dawn,
the earth-stopper finds a fox den and fills it in with earth, guaranteeing the fox
cannot retreat underground when being chased.
In the doorway, the Master of Hounds is depicted yelling and gesturing to the
men, it is almost as if you can actually hear him scolding the hunters to hurry up.
In response, the men inside fumble hastily to finish their meals so they do not
delay the rest of the hunting party.

But what is a chromolithograph?

Chromolithography is a unique
chemical method of multi-coloured
lithography, first invented in the
1790s by Alois Senefelder. This
print-making method is based on the
rejection of grease by water. Paper
is essential placed on the stone,
topped with ink and a chemical
solution then ran through a printing
press to transfer the image from the
stone onto the paper using pressure.
It was a gruelling process, as each
colour you see in the artwork
required a different stone.
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Breaking Cover
Moving clockwise in the dining room, we have the second print in the series,
titled Breaking Cover. This piece depicts the hunting party on their way to the
hunting fields, heading to where the earth stopper has filled in the den. In the
right foreground, spectators called lowly foot people, gather to watch the hunt on
foot. Fox hunting was a 19th century cultural phenomenon which brought the
entire town together, despite their age, sex or class. Anyone who could afford, a
horse, uniform and tack could participate in the hunt, while others were welcome
to watch.
Seen in the distance surrounded by the hounds is The Master of Hounds. The
Master was a skillful hunter and equestrian who over saw every aspect of the hunt,
including, locating the hunting field (normally near fox den), directing the hounds,
and commanding the other hunters. Both, J.C Dun-Waters and Cecil Aldin were
appointed into the prestigious position. Today, we may think of the Master of
Hounds as the fox hunting coach.

Did you know?
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Unlike many other male
dominated sports, 19th and
20th century women were avid
participants in fox hunting, some
were even appointed the position
of Master of Hounds. This put
women in a position of authority
over men, achieving autonomy in
fox hunting before they even had
the right to vote. A young women
is featured in this fox hunting
series, skillfully riding side
saddle as she leads the
remaining hunters.

Breaking Cover's Comedy
Breaking Cover includes a variety of Aldin’s staple comedic touches. One of
which is Aldin’s reoccurring characters mentioned earlier, which is seen on the
left foreground. There you will find the little red headed boy struggling to control
his donkey as he attempts to follow the hunting party. Another comic touch often
used by Aldin is a clumsy character falling. In the right foreground, you can this
as a little boy, overcome with excitement, falls off the fence trying to catch a
glimpse of the action. Such subtle touches by Aldin illuminate his sense of
humour that ultimately work to bring the artwork alive.
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Full Cry
The next print titled, Full Cry, illustrates the hounds and hunters at full speed
following the scent of a fox. This lively scene depicts the fast paced nature of the
sport, and just how skilled both riders and horses had to be in order to keep up to
the hounds. Fox hounds were large hunting dogs, bred to possess lots of energy,
agility, and a keen sense of smell. The fox hounds were trained to listen to their
Master while on chase, looking closely at the Master you can see this in his facial
expressions.
Full Cry is a perfect example of Aldin's ability to depict each rider, horse and
hound as if they were actually moving across the still landscape. This may be due to
Aldin’s unique sketching methods, as he would often sketch the figures around him
from the saddle while on a chase! He particularly studied what positions riders and
horses would take as they were jumping, sprinting and even falling. All of which
are featured in this piece!

How many stones to you
think this
chromolithography
required?
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A Check
The fourth piece in the series is titled, A Check. In foxhunting, 'a check' meant
the hounds have lost the foxes scent and the Master will have to use their
expertise to help the hounds pick it up again. Thus Master is seen in the
foreground gesturing to the hunting party ‘a check’ is happening, while the
hounds are scattered with their noses to the ground.
If the fox is sighted by one of the hunters, the hunter then yells "tallyho!" to
announce the fox sighting to the hunting party and hounds. From there, the
chase continues.

Can you spot
Aldin's comedic
characters in this
scene ?
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The Death
The next piece titled, The Death, illustrates the climax of the foxhunt and
concludes with the death of the vermin fox. The hounds crowd around the fox
as it jumps in the air, while the hunters on the perimeter cheer with excitement.
The Master is seen in the center of the chaotic scene to officially end the chase.
Aldin’s simple artistic touches make this scene, much like the others, come
alive. For example, you can almost hear the hounds barking and hunters cheering
as the birds in the background abruptly scatter from the loud scene. The young
lady in the hunting party is seen in the distance turned away from the excitement,
as if she’s trying to shield herself from observing the fox’s death. This added
features give viewers the ability to step into the thrilling yet destructive foxhunting
scene.
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The Hunt Supper
Finally, the last piece in Aldin’s Fallowfield Hunt is titled The Hunt
Supper, depicting the celebratory dinner after the hunt. A group of older men
around a table listening to a younger hunter, re-enact each scene from the fox
hunting saga.
Again, Aldin is able to translate the chaos and intensity of the noisy dinner
party through his expressive faces and bodies. This paired with the hound puppies
howling with the hunting horn, being blown from the second floor, only
intensifies the viewing experience.

This fox hunting saga that hangs in our Dining Room is just the first
series of Aldin's work guests will find displayed in the Manor House,
keep reading to discover more about Aldin and his artwork!
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The Harefield Harries: Yip! TallyHo
The Harefield Harries chromolithograph created by Aldin in 1908 has a similar
charming style to the Fallowfield Hunts series. The Fintry Estate is lucky to have
one piece of the three-part series, titled, Yip! Tally Ho.
The print depicts an English hare hunt rather than a fox hunt. Hare hunting was
commonly done for sporting entertainment or in some cases for agricultural pest
control. Hunting hares required faster and more agile dogs like greyhounds or
sighthounds to track and chase the hare. Although, fox hunting made up the
majority of Aldin’s artistic content, hare hunting as a sport had significant cultural
importance too. Alike fox hunting, the sport became increasingly popular in the
19th century among the upper and middle classes, creating a cultural phenomenon
which lacked hierarchical discrimination. It was a spectacle which attracted
thousands of people from all classes and social groups.
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Yip! TallyHo's
Similar to fox hunting, 'tallyho' was the phrase yelled when a
hunter spotted the hare, alerting the entire party. The hunter yelling
'tallyho' is illustrated in the right foreground closest to the hare. He
waves his hat in the air while racing forward to get the hounds
attention. Aldin has depicted the spilt second the hounds have
spotted the hare, and are preparing to pounce. Coupled with
intricate colours, each hound as a unique and expressive look,
giving them each a more personalified quality. This whimsical
setting also includes many of Aldin’s staple features. For example,
in the centre background a hunter is about to be thrown from his
horse.

Both The Harefield Harries and The Fallowfield Hunt, show Aldin's
artistic skill and comedic personality at the height of his career. But
like many artists, their art reflectives their own personal experiences.
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The South Berkshire Hunt & The Garth
Hunt
The last Aldin artwork found in our Manor House is the two-piece series
hanging in the dressing room. The series was published by Alfred & Bell Co. in
1925, and again depicts a fox hunt in England. However, The Garth and The
South Berkshire Hunt chromolithographic prints' embody a different artistic style
then of his other works found in the house, some visitors may even think it was
created by a different artist!
These prints have a larger scale, making the personalities of the hunters and
hounds incomprehensible. Compare to his earlier works this series feels
impersonal and almost voyeuristic. The colours used have a greyer undertone,
giving it a somber and dreary effect. Not to mention the series lacks his two
iconic comedic characters discussed earlier.

Why the change is
scale, style and
colour?

The Berkshire Hunt
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Difficult Times
Like many others artists, Aldin's
personal life experiences affected and
influenced his artwork. His change in
style from the early 1900's to the
1920's was directly related to his
World War Once experience.

Dudley Cecil Aldin. Image courtesy of
Ancestry.com

When the first World War broke out, Aldin took a step back from his artistry
and became a Remount Purchasing Officer in charge of providing horses to the
British Army. Working with his daughter, Gwen, Aldin created the first all
women depot, with over three-hundred horses in their care. Due to the shortage
of men returning home, Aldin began recruiting women from hunting families as
they were more capable and experienced with horses. Aldin’s all-female remount
helped establish many Ladies Army Remount Depots across Britain. However,
his military sucesses did not overshadow the hardships of a world war.
In addition to his difficult war career, his son, Dudley, was sadly killed at Vimy
Ridge in 1916. He was just nineteen years old. In his Aldin's daughter's memoir,
Gwen recalls her brother and fathers’ close relationship and how Dudley had his
father’s artistic touch, stating, “father and son were very much alike and, had he
lived, Dudley would have been a better than average artist”. (pg.14) The loss of
his only son and the toll of the war devastated Aldin, this then deeply affected his
artistic productivity and creative style.
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For four years after the war Aldin barely even touched a pencil. Years later
when he began to create again, he only produced two somber wartime pieces.
This pieces were ultimately bought by the Imperial War Museum to honour the
horror of the World War. As time passed, Aldin began to produce more work,
however, they lacked his trademarked wit and comedic touch as seen in The
Garth and The South Berkshire Hunt. He focused on large pastels depicting
horses or races, instead of his quirky colourful hunting and dog series.
Thankfully, the birth of Aldin’s grandchildren, Tony and Ann, renewed Aldin’s
artistic passion, and he began creating more of his light hearted work.

The Garth Hunt
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The Artist & The Author
At this time, Cecil began to write and illustrate his own books that
were often inspired by the animals around him. His most popular book
titled, Sleeping Partners, was inspired by his own Irish Wolfhound,
Micky and his Bull Terrier, Cracker. The book includes a series of
pastel drawings of the two dogs struggling to sleep together on the
couch. His undeniable love for animals allowed him to captivate the
animals’ comedic sweetness without producing a ‘cute’ or childlike
style. Another successful illustrated novel by Aldin actually sits in
Fintry Estates’ collection! The book titled, A Dozen Dogs or So,
features a series of twelve coloured plates depicting a variety of dog
breeds. This book was given to Geordie Stuart by J.C Dun-Waters, it
seems Aldin’s love for dogs was admired by fellow dog lover DunWaters. It is unclear but it is possible the two actually knew each
other!

Agglomeration in Sleeping Partners. Image courtesy of
Wikipedia
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A Dozen Dogs Or So.
Image courtesy of The Friends of Fintry

Unfortunately, with time
Aldin suffered more and more
with his rheumatoid arthritis,
forcing him to give up hunting
completely. His condition also
forced him to move to the
Balearic Islands in Spain,
hoping the warm weather
would ease his aching joints.
There, he continued to hunt,
although it was vermin reptiles
not foxes. He was also able to
have a small studio built near
his home to continue creating.

Cecil Aldin. Courtesy of The Sporting Art of Cecil Aldin by
Ron Heron

On a vacation back to England in January of 1935, he suffered a heart attack
at sea, once docked he was rushed to the hospital but sadly Aldin died a few
weeks later from another heart attack. Though his condition affected him
physically, it never hindered his humorous personality, like the war did. One of
the nurses caring for Aldin after his heart attack said, “his delicious sense of
humour never faded”. (pg.103) Cecil was just 64 when he passed, leaving
behind his wife, daughter, grandchildren and many beloved animals.
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